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PREFACE

Millions of birds die every year in collisions not only with big-scale man-made
structures, such as buildings, windmills, power lines, and bridges, but also
with smaller objects, like bus stops, and advertisements billboards. The exact
scale of the phenomenon is not known yet. Among the reasons for it is the lack
of public awareness, which results in a little public pressure on the investors,
developers, architects, designers, and even homeowners to implement measures that could efficiently reduce the risk of mortal collisions. Because of that,
and the lack of political will for addressing this subject, it is difficult to introduce legal restrictions requiring the construction of bird-friendly buildings or
requiring existing buildings to be adapted in order to meet the requirements of
collision-free constructions.
Another reason is not enough high-quality studies about bird collisions
with land-based artificial structures, as well as not enough consistent monitoring and surveys in that matter. This, together with the activity of predators
and scavengers removing carcasses of dead birds from study sites creates constraints in achieving reliable and comparable datasets.
“A Guide To Bird Protection Against Collisions With Glazed Buildings.
Practical And Efficient Solutions” is a comprehensive book where the authors
systematically analyze and explain in an approachable way the mechanisms
causing the collisions and guide the reader through possible approaches for
tackling the problem, both, for big-scale and small-scale structures. Of great
importance is the legal regulation analysis that allows seeking synergies and
alternatives to Polish laws presented in the discussion on legal restrictions and
obligations. The guide would not be complete without a thorough presentation
5
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of possible certifications available in Europe, and, specifically in Poland, but
the most important part for the broad audience of this guide will be the chapter devoted to the minimization measures such as permanent, and temporary
solutions. The chapter presents experts’ opinions, real examples of implemented measures, and an overall assessment of the effectiveness of each solution.
Finally, it addresses a very important factor increasing collision risk drastically – light pollution. The guide was prepared not only for experts such as architects, construction managers, and investors, but also for house and apartment
owners, gardeners, light planners, and basically, for everyone, who is interested
in making the urban environment a little bit safer for the feathered kind.
Dr Liliana Schönberger (Dark Sky Switzerland)
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INTRODUCTION
– INVISIBLE ARCHITECTURE

The problem of bird collisions with glass façades of buildings has recently
been identified as one of the significant causes of bird mortality due to human activity.
This is not a new topic, however, it has often been overlooked until now,
mainly due to lack of awareness of its existence, fear of image and financial consequences and lack of knowledge on possibilities of reducing the number of
collisions. Research on the scale of mortality carried out in the USA, Canada,
Austria, Switzerland, Germany or Poland, combined with testing newer and
more effective minimizing solutions, helped to understand the problem and
develop recommendations.
In some cities (mainly in the USA) systemic solutions are introduced by way
of resolutions in terms of minimizing the risk of bird collisions, applicable to all
new investments. It is worth remembering that appropriate protection of glass
surface and reduction of collision risk may bring a double benefit: it directly
helps to protect birds and also develops and improves sustainable construction
by preserving biodiversity, which translates into comfort of users.
The guide is aimed at everyone who wants to contribute to bird protection
and is willing to invest time and resources to create new trends in sustainable
construction. The publication explains the causes and scale of the problem and
provides an overview of selected, effective and sustainable methods of reducing
the risk of bird collisions. Enjoy the reading!
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ESTIMATES OF COLLISION
INDUCED MORTALITY
– USA/CANADA, POLAND
The scale of the problem is large and there are still many unknowns. Detailed
data on bird mortality as a result of collisions with buildings come so far mainly from the USA and Canada.
The data indicates collisions with glazed façades of buildings as the second
most important cause of bird mortality due to human activity. The highest mortality is generated by cats – stray and outdoor cats. The problem of bird collisions
with glass or transparent objects (windows, glazed balconies, acoustic screens,
bus shelters) has been known for years, but only recently have effective methods
of minimization become available, and above all, the approximate scale of the
problem is known.

■ ANTHROPOGENIC
BIRD MORTALITY
– USA/GERMANY

Graphics: Lucyna Pilacka, PTAcom
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■ ANTHROPOGENIC BIRD MORTALITY
– POLAND
Data from European states, including Poland, concern mainly collisions with
acoustic screens and bus shelters. Although effective methods of protecting
glass elements are already known, these solutions are usually omitted at the
design or execution stage. Until now, there has been little interest in the problem on the part of investors or building managers. It probably results from the
lack of awareness of the problem and ways of its elimination, as well as from the
lack of system solutions, and a set of the so-called good practices in this respect.
The greatest difficulty in obtaining precise data is the low level of victim detection, caused by the activity of local predators and scavengers, mainly foxes, cats
and martens.

Graphics: Lucyna Pilacka, PTAcom
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CAUSES OF COLLISIONS

Birds, unlike humans, are not able to recognize transparent elements, such as
glass or plastic, as barriers. It would seem that equipped with a very precise and
efficient sense of sight, birds should perfectly manage to avoid various obstacles. So why the problem with avoiding a collision with a window? It turns out
that birds do not identify transparent elements as barriers and, in fact there is
no such transparent structure, which unprotected, would not constitute a potential collision site. We associate bird collisions with glass mainly with large,
glass buildings located in the city centers however, an equally deadly trap is
often created by low-rise suburban or rural buildings located in the vicinity of
landscape elements attractive to birds.
There are three basic mechanisms leading to collisions:
› mirror effect,
› transparency of glass elements effect,
› lighthouse effect.
We can also distinguish the effect of light polarization and collisions resulting
from confusion of the glass sheet with the water surface.

■ CAUSES OF COLLISION – MIRROR EFFECT
The mirror effect srefers to situations where construction materials used are
highly reflective, which unfortunately is the case with most glass used in construction.
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This effect causes landscape elements in front of the glass to be reflected, creating the illusion of reality. It is particularly dangerous when these elements are
familiar and attractive to birds, such as trees, bushes, grass, sky. In such a situation birds not only do not see the barrier in the form of glass, but are actually
attracted by the reflected structures.

Source: kawarthanow.com

Photo: W. Pilacki

› Materials with high light reflectance
› Landscape elements attractive to birds are reflected in the glass,
creating the illusion of reality

■ CAUSES OF COLLISION – TRANSPARENCY EFFECT
The transparency effect applies attractive to birds landscape elements, e.g. potential feeding grounds, resting places or waterholes, which are located behind
a glass wall. Particularly dangerous are the glazing running axially through the
building, located on parallel sides of the facade, as well as those directly behind
which there is vegetation (e.g. greenery in a glazed atrium).
12
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Ford Foundation Building, archidose.blogspot.com

› Elements attractive to birds are located behind the glazing
› Axial glazing are the most dangerous

■ CAUSES OF COLLISION
 ARTIFICIAL LIGHT POLLUTION
Light pollution of the night sky is commonly called a lighthouse effect. This
phenomenon affects species active at night, especially migratory birds. Birds
navigate, among others, with a help of terrain features and the stars, that act as
reference points during their seasonal movements. Artificial light in the form
of outdoor and indoorl lighting emitted from buildings in the evening and at
night time confuses birds, what makes them even more prone to collisions.
13
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Source: Prokreacja.com

› Indoor and outdoor lighting confuses birds, which lower
their flight altitude and encounter obstacles.
The highest number of collisions is recorded when air humidity is high (causing greater scattering of light) and in conditions of limited visibility such as fog,
clouds and precipitation. Birds, in order to maintain proper direction and orientation, in such conditions lower their safe flight altitude, what makes them even
more vulnerable to collisions.
Radar surveys carried out during spring migration in Gdańsk’s coastal area
showed migration acitivity of a little over 36 thousand birds during one
night at the altitude up to 200 m. At heights above 200 m an additional
11 thousand birds were registered. (Przybylski et al. 2019).

14

The direction and number of ﬂights of small birds at night through the coastal belt of Gdańsk (za Przybylski i in. 2019).

causes of collisions
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LIGHT POLLUTION ON EARTH
Source: blue-marble.de
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■ CAUSES OF COLLISION
– THE EFFECT OF LIGHT POLARIZATION
The effect of light polarization is observed mainly at night. Dark, reflective
surfaces of buildings – not only glass but also façade elements highly reflect
light (natural and artificial), causing its polarization and as a result increasing
polarized light pollution. Recent studies suggest that birds (mainly nocturnal
species and nocturnal migrants) use this type of light as a navigational cue.
Moreover, dark surfaces reflecting polarized light are identified as wetlands:
reservoirs, floodplains, which are used as resting and feeding grounds during
migration.

US Bank Stadium, Minnesota, USA
An example of a construction with dark façade elements reﬂecting polarized light,
generating bird collisions. This and many other buildings across the U.S.
are under constant monitoring and research to determine the extent of collisions
caused by the polarization eﬀect.
Source: https://www.minnpost.com
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HOW DO BIRDS SEE?

Birds deal with visual and perceptual limitations. This is directly related to the
anatomical structure of their skull. In most species, the visual field is significantly narrowed because the eyes are located on the sides of the head. Stereoscopic/spatial vision is a two-eyed perception of depth and distance, and it allows one to judge the distance from an observed object. The ability to see
stereoscopically occurs mainly in birds of prey. In most birds, eyes are positioned to maximize the field of view in order to avoid attack by predators and to
detect them before the attack. A bird can see a fox creeping behind or a hawk
attacking from the side with at least one eye and can react quickly without
turning its head. As a consequence of this anatomical adaptation, however,
birds have lost the ability to see binocularly. In humans, stereoscopic vision
encompasses about 120 degree horizontally. In most birds, it ranges from a dozen to about 30 degrees. In addition, frontal vision in birds is characterized by
relatively low resolution, as high resolution occurs in the lateral visual fields.
As a result, during flight birds can have a limited vision of what is in front of
them. In addition, the two effects already mentioned (mirror and transparency
effects) mean that a glass obstacle will not be detected early enough in flight
in order to avoid a collision.

19
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Sources: Graham M. 2011. Understanding bird collisions with man-made objects: a sensory ecology approach.
Ibis: 153, 239–254

› The binocular field of vision in birds is significantly narrowed.
› In flight, birds may have a limitied vision of what is in front of them.
› Frontal vision in birds is characterized by relatively low resolution;
high resolution occurs in the lateral visual fields..
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WHERE IS THE PROBLEM?
HOT SPOTS

Any glass building can be a death trap for birds. But, of course, the scale of the
threat posed by a tall glass skyscraper and a standard single-family houses is
very different, especially if they are located in different habitats.
The primary issue under consideration is the LOCATION of the facility in
question. Many studies and our experience show that even relatively small buildings can contribute to bird mortality. In this case, the key issue is their location, for example in the so called „bottleneck” of the migration route. It particularly concerns sea coasts and migration corridors located in river valleys.
For safety reasons (sudden weather breakdowns, possibility of forced landings
in order to replenish energy supplies) most migrants breeding in northern
Europe try to avoid flying over the open sea while moving to and from wintering grounds.

In fact, there is no such
transparent structure that,
without special measures
applied, would not pose
a threat to birds.
Source: Lucia Hisatsuga/EyeEm/Getty Images
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Based on the available data (both published and unpublished) concerning
bird migrations over Poland, we have prepared a map showing: known bird migration corridors over Poland (blue), network of complementary corridors (grey)
and built-up areas (red).

BIRD MIGRATION CORRIDORS AND PLACES OF POSSIBLE COLLISIONS WITH BUILDINGS

Legend:
Main corridors
Supplementary corridors
Built-up areas
Areas of accumulation
of glass architecture

Map of existing and potential HOT SPOTS
of increased bird collision risk with glass façades.
Prepared by PTA.com based on: bird migration corridors: salamandra.org.pl;
complementary corridors and built-up areas: Corine Land Cover materials;
areas of glass architecture accumulation: money.pl
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n BIRD MIGRATION CORRIDORS
Generally speaking, we can distinguish four main functional migration corridors. The most researched is the coastal belt corridor, which is an element of
the great East Atlantic continental migration route. It covers a strip of Baltic Sea
coastline, several to a dozen kilometres wide. Particularly intensive migration is
observed on the Vistula Spit, Hel Peninsula and on spits of the central coast near
Lake Gardno and Lake Łebsko. The Tricity, and to a lesser extent Słupsk, Koszalin and Szczecin are areas considered to pose the highest collision risk for birds.
In this areas the dominant migration direction is NE in Spring and SW in Autumn, and the intensity of migration often exceeds 100,000 individuals/day.
Another important migration route is the northern corridor. In this case
birds migrate through over Poland in a „wide front” within the known continental routes: Atlantic and Mediterranean-Black Sea routes. It can be assumed, that
the migration is more intensive in the northern part of the country, where bigger
areas of green spaces and wetlands are to be found. In good weather conditions
most birds migrate at high altitudes, but when the weather conditions are unfavorable, thy descent to take an advantage of ground-based navigational cues
such as landscape cues.
Under extremely unfavourable weather conditions, the mosaic of habitats also
ensures easier of resting sites and foraging grounds. Along the northern corridor
the largest number of wetland bird concentrations is to be found (Biebrza Marshes, Narew, Bug, Noteć and Warta valleys, and the Masurian Lake District). The
highest risk of bird collisions are considered to be located in Warsaw, to a lesser
extent Olsztyn, Białystok, Bydgoszcz, Toruń and Łódź. The dominant migration
direction is NE in Spring and SW in Autumn, with migration intensity dependent
on weather conditions.
In addition to the corridors already mentioned, there are two large river corridors located meridionally. They belong to the continental MediterraneanBlack Sea route and partly to the Alpine route. The corridor of Vistula river
is an element of the continental Mediterranean-Black Sea route following the
Vistula valley. The dominant migration direction is N in Spring and SE in Autumn.
23
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The highest risk of bird collisions is considered to be in the areas of the Tricity,
Warsaw, Bydgoszcz, Toruń, Kraków and the Silesian agglomeration. The corridor
of Odra river on the other hand, is a part of two routes: the continental Mediterranean-Black Sea route and the Alpine route. The main direction of migration
along the Odra valley is N in Winter and S in Autumn. In this case the highest risk
of bird collisions is considered to be in the areas of Wrocław and the Silesian agglomeration. Based on the analysis of Corine Land Cover maps, a network of
supplementary and local corridors (grey) was also selected. They constitute a network of habitats attractive to birds (green areas, water areas), used for short-distance flights, i.e. for feeding grounds, roosting sites, breeding dispersion.
Red color indicates built-up areas, while pink circles indicate areas with the
highest concentration of glazed office buildings.
The highest number of bird collisions should be expected in areas with the
highest concentration of glass buildings within the main or supplementary migration corridors, i.e. in the so-called hot spots.
Whether a certain location is a hot spot for collision risk, depends on the geographical location and architectural parameters of buildings, which turn them
into an invisible obstacle for birds (high share of glass surfaces, presence of axial
and corner glazing, light pollution).
Currently, Poland has over 10 million m2 of working space of modern office
buildings. According to forecasts, by the 2028 the total office space may increase
up to 24 million m2 (www.money.pl). Some of these will be built in locations
overlapping with major or complementary bird migration corridors. The forecasted increase of available working space illustrates the scale of potentially high
collision risk development in the future. Both today and in the future this means
repeated exposure of millions of migrating birds to „collision” development.
One of the known hot-spots is the glass building located
at Grunwaldzka Avenue in the Tricity, but a hot-spot can also be
a small building.

24
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n WHAT KIND OF LOCATIONS POSE

THE HIGHEST COLLISION RISK?

Graphics: Lucyna Pilacka, PTAcom
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n WHAT KIND OF BIRDS ARE UNDER THE THREAT?
The problem concerns all birds, although there are species that die in collision
with glass very infrequently, there are also species that collide in significant numbers. Species composition of affected birds depends on the location of the site.
Nocturnal migrants are 10 times more likely to collide than diurnal migrants.
Interestingly, most of the collisions occur in the morning, when birds finish their
flight and look for a suitable place to land and rest. For sedentary species and
during the breeding season, collisions also occur in suburban areas and villages
with low-rise buildings. The main victims are young, inexperienced individuals.

Species composition is closely dependent on location

Graphics: Lucyna Pilacka, PTAcom
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COLLISIONS
AT A GLANCE

n THE INCIDENCE OF COLLISIONS AND THE MAGNITUDE
OF THIS PROBLEM ARE DETERMINED BY:
Location of buildings
The highest collision risk pose buildings along migration corridors: coasts
and river valleys (also in city centers), buildings on the edge of forests, inside
or next to green areas (also in cities), compact buildings that are utilized as
breeding habitats, resting places, or attractive elements for synanthropic species (coexisting with humans).

Architecture
The presence of corner, axial glazing, and the presence of glass façades significantly increases the risk of collision for birds.

Size of the glass surface
It is assumed that size of glass over 2 m2 pose the biggest collision threat,
especially at heights up to 3 m above the ground. Additionally, it has been
shown that 10% increase in glazed area of a building façade increases the risk
of collision by 19% in spring and 34% in autumn.
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Surroundings structure
The presence of tall greenery in the immediate vicinity of glazed buildings,
glazed courtyards, atriums, and blue infrastructure (in the form of water
are elements that are attractive to birds as foraging areas, resting places,
or nesting habitats that may attract them), thereby increasing the risk of
collisions.

Seasons
Most collisions occur during the periods of intensive bird movements, i.e.
spring and autumn migration and the so-called breeding dispersion, when
young and inexperienced birds leave the nest.
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EFFECTS
OF COLLISIONS ON INDIVIDUAL
BIRD POPULATIONS
It is difficult to estimate the approximate number of victims among different
species and to differentiate victims by age and sex. Preliminary data suggest
that young birds, being less experienced die far more often. But what is the
actual impact of glass collisions on a particular population? How should we
compare the significance of deaths of 100 redstarts with one sparrowhawk or
a single barn owl? On a very high level of generality one can estimate the impact of glass buildings on the local breeding population by counting dead juveniles during the breeding and post-nesting periods. This can be facilitated
by population studies related to individual bird tagging. In the case of adult
birds the issue is more complex, we can expect higher collision risk during
migration, especially in autumn. Bird tagging is a very useful tool to help understand the phenomenon, but the interpretation of the results is not straight
forward. Currently, research on bird collision with glass façades is based on
estimates made at a very high level of generality. Some scientists try to transpose relatively accurate data from single sites to larger areas or plots, but many factors, which significantly influence the results of prey counts must be
taken into consideration.
We are mainly talking here about the activity of scavengers and the speed
with which they prey on collision victims. In this context, the density of stray
cats and outdoor cats is an underestimated factor, that makes environmental
losses difficult to measure. Even with very conservative estimates, cats are certainly negatively affecting biodiversity, causing a decline in individual populations and even threatening the extinction of some species.
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Recent studies performed in the U.S. and Canada indicate that the North
American bird population has declined by nearly 3 billion adults in a half a century. Bird collisions with buildings are cited as one of the major factors limiting
populations.

Source: www.birds.cornell.edu
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BIRD PROTECTION
IN THE LIGHT OF LEGAL REGULATIONS
IN POLAND
n NATIONAL AND EU REGULATIONS
Both Polish and EU regulations do not directly refer to the protection of birds
from collisions with buildings and other glass or transparent architectural structures. However, there are legal acts obliging us to protect birds, which are applicable in regards to birds colliding with glass elements of buildings. These
mainly include:
Law on Nature Conservation (Dz.U. z 2018 r. poz. 1614) and Regulation of
the Minister of Environment from the 6th of October 2014 r. on the protection of animal species (Dz.U. z 2013 r. poz. 627, z późn. zm.)
Article 52 (1) of the Law on Nature Protection (Journal of Laws of 2018, item
1614) and the Regulation of the Minister of Environment of 6 October 2014 on
the protection of animal species (Journal of Laws of 2013, item 627, as amended)
enacted on its basis § 6(1)(1) and (2) states that: „...In relation to wildlife belonging to species under strict or partial protection (i.e. all bird species), the following bans are introduced: intentional killing and harming...”. The provisions formulated in this way mean, that intentional killing of birds happens in the event
of failure to undertake actions aimed at protecting birds by minimizing the risk
of collisions with glass elements of the building, when such collisions have occurred, and this fact is known.
Under these legal acts, the locally competent Regional Director of Environmental Protection may impose an obligation on the owner of the building to
secure it*.
(*This is a legal basis which has recently been readily used by this environmental authority).
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Law on Prevention of Environmental Damage and its Remediation
(Dz.U. 2019.0.1862)
Article 2 para. 1 (2) specifies that „...The provisions of the Law shall apply to
an imminent threat of an environmental damage or to an environmental damage
caused (...) by an activity other than that referred to in item 1, of an entity using
the environment, if they concern protected species or protected natural habitats,
and occurred through the fault of the entity using the environment. At the same
time, according to Article 6 para. 11 (a) environmental damage occurs in the
case of a negative, measurable change in protected species, having a significant
negative impact on achieving or maintaining a proper state of conservation of
these species...”. According to the provisions of the aforementioned Act thus formulated, environmental damage or threat of environmental damage will be recognized if it is demonstrated that bird mortality as a result of a collision with
a particular object will result in a decrease in size of a particular bird population
and it is demonstrated that this change will have a significant impact on the protection of particular species.
Thus, under this Law, it is also possible to impose a duty on the owner of a facility to secure it in case it generates bird collisions. However, this occurs much
less frequently than in the case of the provisions of the Nature Conservation Act.
Construction Law (Dz.U. z 1994 r., nr 89, poz. 414)
According to art. 22. pt. 1 of this Law: „...The basic duties of the construction
site manager include adequate protection of the construction site with the construction objects, technical equipment and fixed geodetic grid points located on
it, as well as protection of elements of the natural and cultural environment...”.
According to this provision, the construction manager will be responsible,
throughout the construction period until the moment of handing over the
building for use, for bird collisions with the building whose construction he
directs, if such a problem appears at the stage of execution. In practice, the
problem of birds colliding with large glazing and windows of buildings often
occurs already at the stage of execution, both in city centers and in areas previously not urbanized.
32
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Directives of the European Parliament and of the Council 2009/147/WE
from the 30th of November 2009 r. on the conservation of wild birds
(Dz.U. UE L z 2010 r. Nr 20, poz. 7)
According to Article 1 of the so-called Birds Directive, all species of birds
occurring naturally in the wild in the European territory of the Member States
are protected. Furthermore, according to the Directive, in order to protect
birds, “... undertaken measures must apply to the various factors which may
affect bird numbers, namely the impact of human activity, ... and the stringency of such measures must be tailored to the circumstances of various species as a part of their conservation policy...”. The provisions of this Directive
consequently imply that all remedial measures should be taken to reduce bird
mortality due to collisions with buildings.

n BIRD PROTECTION IN THE LIGHT

OF MULTI-CRITERIA CERTIFICATION
Multi-criteria certifications for assessing sustainable buildings are quite widely
used in Poland. According to PLGBC (Polish Green Building Council) our country is a leader in certification in Central and Eastern Europe.
The PLGBC Report shows that, year after year, the map of Poland is being
filled with certified investments, and the sustainable approach to building design, construction and operation is becoming more and more common. It concerns office buildings sector and other commercially used buildings, but also
a big increase of interest is observed in housing certification. Both investors and
tenants are interested in certification, for whom a certified facility means not
only a guarantee of care taken to minimize the negative impact on the environment at the stage of its construction and operation, but also availability of a number of amenities, which in turn translate into comfort of work.
Currently, the most popular systems in Poland are BREEAM and LEED,
which, among other things, pay attention to the protection of biodiversity,
thus enable the selection of appropriate measures and actions. Thanks to
33
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them, we have a real possibility to protect and strengthen the potential of local biodiversity, but also to minimize the impact of the building on natural
elements such as habitats or protected species occurring in the vicinity of the
investment. At this point, it is impossible not to mention the BiodiverCity
certification, new on the Polish market and entirely dedicated to the protection of local biodiversity.
All of these certifications offer the opportunity to directly (LEED) or indirectly (BREEAM, BiodiverCity) protect birds from collisions with glass elements
of buildings and are excellent tools for assessing the location and the investment
in terms of protecting birds from collisions with glass. From the perspective
of the building manager and owner, these certifications in turn provide the opportunity to manage the risks associated with bird collisions and facilitate real,
effective actions when such problems arise.
Identification of a potential problem at the stage of design and/or construction of a facility gives the possibility to include appropriate safety measures
in the budget estimate and in the design itself. In many cases, however, the lack
of knowledge about potential threats may result in problems with acquisition of
financial resources for application of professional protection measures. It can
also result in creation of a negative image of the facility because of its negative
impact on the natural environment, what can lead to sanctions resulting from
the binding legislation, obliging us to protect birds.
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n LEED Certiﬁcation

Since 2011, the LEED certification system has had a pilot credit No. 55: Bird
Collision Deterrence, referring to bird conservation efforts. Its goal is to create
buildings that are visible to birds and thus result in reduced collision and mortality risk due to collisions with glass surfaces.
According to LEED certification, a bird-friendly building with a relatively
low collision factor is:
› reduced proportion of glass in the façade,
› limited number of gaps and openings,
› glass surfaces fitted with patterns and markers that make
the glass visible to birds.
To achieve an accreditation, requirements for new buildings concerning the
design and construction of the building façade must be fulfilled. Those include
interior and exterior lighting and a plan for 3 years of bird mortality monitoring
performed during operation of the building.
› The building façade – must be visible to birds and create a physical barrier and minimizing the risk of collision. A Bird Collision Threat Rating must
be determined for all materials used in the façade. Using materials with a high
rating forces the calculation of a Bird Collision Risk Rating.
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› Indoor lighting – by design, must effectively eliminate or reduce light trespassing through the building (indoor light imissions into outdoors). Therefore,
lighting of all spaces in the building that are in the direct line of sight leading
to externally located windows should be based on automatic lighting control
or take into account the work of night staff.
› Outdoor Lighting – should not directly emit any light at an angle greater
than 90 degrees from top to bottom. Outdoor lighting sources that are not necessary for security reasons, at building entrances, should be automatically turned
off during night hours.
› Monitoring – a 3-year-long monitoring of bird mortality should be planned and implemented at the operating stage of the facility. It consists of conducting routine inspections and evaluating the effectiveness of the applied solutions.
The LEED Bird pilot credit guidelines specify in detail the scope and scale of
such monitoring.

Many of the certified facilities meet most of the requirements of the Bird
Collision Deterrence credit because they are implemented under other
credits.
This applies mainly to outdoor and indoor lighting. This means that the
utilization of this innovative credit only requires the determination of the
so-called Bird Collision Threat Rating and the preparation of an appropriate monitoring plan.

MEETING THE LEED CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR BIRD CONSERVATION,
ALLOWS YOU TO EARN 1 POINT
FROM THE SOLUTION POOL.
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Interesting Facts:
› introduced in 2011 in collaboration between the USGBC
and the American Bird Conservancy.
› updated in 2015, with the next update currently
under development.
› between 2015 and 2017, 47 sites in the U.S. applied
for certification using pilot credits.
› Credit 55 is one of the most frequently selected pilot (innovation)
credits (USGBC).
› in Poland currently applied on one of the hotel investments
near Frombork.

According to an expert:
”Increasingly, the topic of bird collisions with glass structures is coming up in the design industry and a growing number of conscious designers pay attention to the bird conservation aspect. LEED certification has dedicated a separate credit to this issue and although it is not
yet popular in Poland, I am convinced that in a short time we will hear
about a project that has reached this very important point. While coordinating certifications for buildings (mostly office buildings), I noticed
that this credit is bypassed mainly because of the requirement to conduct 3-year bird mortality monitoring, which seems to be expensive
and burdensome to investors.
In practice, we can see that it does not have to be this way, and as we
all know, to control and reduce a phenomenon, you first need to be
aware of it in order to measure it. Multi-criteria building certifications,
such as LEED or BREEAM, are a great tool to help find synergies in design and thus helps choosing right solutions that “solve” many issues
at once.
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For example, by limiting glazed areas and properly protecting them,
e.g. by using shades/blinds, we can simultaneously: 1. reduce the energy
consumption of the building, 2. prevent collisions of birds with the
building, 3. improve the comfort of the building users, and, additionally, 4. facilitate observation of the night sky. Preventing birds from colliding with the building has another important aspect which must not
be forgotten: no window view and no spectacular glass façade from the
ceiling to the floor will compensate building users for the stress that
they will experience while witnessing daily fatal collisions of our feathered friends with an inadequately designed building.”
Katarzyna Czyzewska, Greenvest

n BREEAM

BREEAM and BiodiverCity as tools for assessing the potential of biodiversity
and planning nature protection measures.
The BREEAM certification system includes an Ecologist’s Report. It focuses on
identifying and assessing the biodiversity potential within the investment,
planning and implementing appropriate greenery. It is true that the work and
analysis to determine biodiversity potential carried out for the purposes of this
certification focuses primarily on vegetation and plant habitats.
However, the local biodiversity assessment is an excellent starting point for
identifying potential bird collision problems and planning appropriate reme38
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dial action. The same applies to the BiodiverCity certification, new on the Polish market and entirely dedicated to biodiversity conservation. It is an excellent tool enabling assessment of the project in terms of threats to birds and
implementation of solutions minimizing the risk of collision.
The BREEAM certification system includes an Ecologist’s Report. It focuses
on identifying and assessing the biodiversity potential within the investment,
planning and implementing appropriate greenery. It is true that the work and
analysis to determine biodiversity potential carried out for the purposes of this
certification focuses primarily on vegetation and plant habitats. However, the
local biodiversity assessment is an excellent starting point for identifying potential bird collision problems and planning appropriate remedial action.
The same applies to the BiodiverCity certification, new on the Polish market
and entirely dedicated to biodiversity conservation. It is an excellent tool enabling assessment of the project in terms of threats to birds and implementation of solutions minimizing the risk of collision.

Interesting facts:
› BREEAM is currently the most popular multi-criteria
certification in Poland for office buildings,
› BiodiverCity is a new certification on the Polish real estate market.
Definitely worth recommending due to the fact that it is entirely
dedicated to environmental protection. The first implementation
in Poland was a housing estate in Warsaw.
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MINIMISING
MEASURES

Thanks to the fact that the problem of birds colliding with buildings was identified over 25 years ago, mainly in the USA and Canada, over a number of years
effective ways of minimizing the risk of bird collisions and protection solutions
dedicated to glass façades and transparent surfaces have been developed. Their
application gives measurable effects in the form of active protection of birds
from collisions. This applies both to appropriate elevation design and direct application of materials that make glazing visible to birds.
Different types of protection differ primarily in effectiveness, aesthetics, technical feasibility and cost.

MINIMIZATION SOLUTIONS
AT A GLANCE
Desing solutions
› Minimizing the proportion of glass in the design:
• eliminating the glass additional surface (used in front of the façade)
• reducing the size of window openings
• elimination of corner glazing
• elimination of axial glazing
• eliminating glass and transparent balustrades, fences,
small architectural elements
• resignation from courtyards
› Giving up the use of highly-reflective glass
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›
›
›
›

Use of coloured and milk glass
Use of fixed and movable blinds and shadesh
Use of additional surface other than glass in front of the façade
Resignation of atrium with open roof

Arrangement solutions
› Application of appropriate protection (glass with factory protection or
graphic markers) in case of axial glazing, corner glazing, courtyards, atriums, internal gardens, the presence of glass balustrades and fences.
› The use of security measures (shielding) to the height of at least 3 m from the
ground level, and in the case of the presence of high greenery in the vicinity
of the building to the height of tree crowns.
› In case of glazing adjacent to green roofs or other vegetation located on the
roof, the application of protection (shielding) to the height of at least 3 m
from the surface of the green roof or atrium.
› In case of corner glazing, protection (shielding) with a minimum width of
5 m from the corner.
› Locating tall greenery or greenery attractive to birds at a distance of at least
5 m from glazed elements..
› Proper management of indoor and outdoor lighting.
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n MINIMIZING THE SHARE OF GLASS,
REDUCING THE SIZE OF WINDOW OPENINGS

designing stage, perm anent and effec tive solutions

Window sequences and glass pavilions appeared for the first time in
modernism and are still readily used in design today. Unfortunately,
small window openings are not as appreciated today as large panes
of glass. It is still associated with modernity and often gives special character to a building.
However, the size of the window opening does not always determine
how much light will be brought into the room. Often there is a lack of
thought on this subject among designers. Porte fenetre windows, which
are popular in residential construction today, create various problems.
From the floor level to a height of 110 cm, safety glass should be used,
which results in a horizontal muntin bar in a window. Such windows –
narrow, tall in proportions, typically descend to the floor. When a window
has a typical sill at 85 cm and is wider than it is taller, natural light comes
in further and as a result more daylight penetrates into the room.
Additionally, windows that are too large contribute to excessive overheating or cooling of interiors. It is not always the case that a large window
is good for the inhabitants, and often its price makes them not willingly
chosen by private investors.
Reducing the area of a glazed façade is actually of the highest priority
and a simplest solution to reduce potential bird collisions. The risk of
collision is even greater the greater the proportion of glass in relation to
opaque façade surfaces. Reducing window openings and/or limiting the
area of uniform glazing can significantly increase bird safety and at the
same time have a positive impact on the energy management of the
building.
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Langley Academy, Slough, UK
Minimizing glass surface and protecting existing window openings
with wooden blinds signiﬁcantly reduces the risk of bird collisions.
Project: Foster+Partnerns
Source: fosterandpartners.com

Emergency Call Center, NY, USA
Designed to a high security standard, it provides alarm line service in the event
of a natural disaster or armed attack. The façade is made of recycled aluminium,
with a small proportion of window openings.
Project: Skidmore, Owings&Merrill
Source: dezeen.com
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Social Green Housing,
Madrid

Project: SOMOS arquitectos
Source: dezeen.com

› A building with a total window or glazing area
of 25% to 40% in relation to the entire façade generates
fewer fatal bird collisions.
› Extensive, shiny glass surfaces often cause glare
and generate uncontrolled and unwanted overheating
of the building.

According to experts
”Minimizing the number of window openings in new developments not only protects birds, but further supports the adaptation
of buildings to climate change – protecting them from cooling and
overheating.”
Pawel Wolejsza

designing stage, perm anent and effec tive solutions

Limited glass surface area.
Additionally, panels
made of polycarbonate
acting as shutters covering
the glazing.

”Moving away from large glazing is a modern trend. Low-energy
and passive buildings have minimal glazing. Unfortunately, there
are few sunny days in Poland and apartments with too small windows are harder to sell.”
Pawel Kubacz
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n ABANDONMENT OF HIGHLY-REFLECTIVE GLASS
Extensive high-reflective glazing is often used on the façades of multi-storey and large volume buildings located in urban environments.
Due to the high degree of reflectivity and the effect of reflecting the surroundings, they make the architecture blend in with the landscape and
give it a modern character. This has made the use of highly reflective glass
increasingly popular in recent years. At the same time, the development of
technology allows for increasingly complex design solutions, including
large glazing surfaces. Depending on the time of day, weather conditions,
the nature of the environment or the angle from which one looks at it, almost any glass surface may be reflective (to varying degrees). In order to
effectively minimize collision as a result of reflection, it is important to
refrain from using highly reflective glass wherever possible. This is especially true if the closest surroundings include tall greenery and bushes, i.e.
elements most attractive to birds. It turns out that collisions occur less frequently if the glass surface reflects only the sidewalk or the lawn.

Source: Schmid H. et al. Bird Friendly Building with Glass and Light. 2013.
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› It is recommended to use low reflective glass (<15%).
› Where highly reflective materials are required,
a solution may be to “break” the uniformly reflective
surface with a pattern (image below).
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Even a small reflective surface can be a deadly trap for birds. In the
example presented in the photo above, a significant part of the façade can
be considered safe, but the surfaces in the middle of the façade significantly reflect the immediate surroundings, especially trees next to the
building. This generates hundreds of fatal collisions during the autumn
migration. In this particular case, a large building is located on the flight
path of migrating coal tits. This kind of blockage means that often the only
way to move pass the obstacle seems to be an illusory reflection of greenery
in the glass façade.

Swiss Ornithological Institute, Sempach
Source: Schmid H. et al. Bird Friendly Building with Glass and Light. 2013.
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According to the expert
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”There are different types of glass available on the market. Special
types of glazing with a highly reflective coating – reflecting a large
portion of the sun’s rays – are more expensive and therefore usually used in commercial office developments. They are eagerly used
by designers because they positively influence the energy efficiency of the building.
However, it turns out that perfectly reflected light, with the right
shape of the façade, can act as a lens and, for example, melt chairs
on a sidewalk. Any remaining energy needs to be compensated for
with air conditioning.”
Pawel Wolejsza

minimising measures

n ELIMINATING AXIAL AND CORNER GLAZING

› It is recommended to avoid axial and corner glazing.
› The risk of collision can be minimized by using appropriate
protection in the form of graphic markers, protective film
or tinted glass.
› The protection should cover the glass surface at least 5 m
from the corner.
› If corner glazing is necessary, it is worth considering setting
the glass at an angle other than 90.
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Birds are perfectly capable of avoiding visible obstacles in flight. They are
adapted to maneuvering between branches, leaves, narrow passages,
reaching their nest, etc. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, transparent
surfaces are not perceived by birds as barriers. Therefore, any kind of
axial or corner glazing creates a false impression of “no obstacle”, which
consequently generates collisions.
This effect is particularly amplified if behind a transparent barrier there
are elements attractive for birds, such as greenery or sky. A similar relation
is observed in the case of green atria, located behind glazing inside buildings. In view of the above, it seems crucial to avoid axial arrangement of
windows on opposite sides of the façade, corner glazing, glazed connectors, glazed courtyard gates or small architectural forms built of transparent materials (bus shelters, acoustic screens, balustrades, etc.).
When elimination of these types of solutions is not possible, available
and effective protection methods, such as graphic markers, should be
considered.
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The collision inducing glass surface in a passage to a courtyard was secured
with an eﬀective method – graphic markers.
Photo: A. Szurlej-Kielańska
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According to the expert

designing stage, perm anent and effec tive solutions

”Corner glazing without a mullion at the corner is not offered by all
window manufacturers. However, the mullion alone is not enough
for birds to distinguish the building barrier. The environment seen
through two consecutive windows confuses them and they hit the
transparent surface. It is worth noting that this situation occurs
only when the landscape is visible through consecutive windows.
If we deal with a loggia tucked into the mass of a multi-family residential building, the birds will not see such an illusion. Similarly to
corner windows, the situation develops in axial glazing arrangements. These especially enjoy popularity among architects, are
readily used and additionally have a positive effect on the functional layout. If the glass panes are not too visible and well marked
– and as a result less translucent, they will not be perceived by birds
as an obstacle. So if you use corner windows or design your window openings axially, make sure the birds sense the presence of the
corner or glass panes by marking them in an appropriate way – see
arrangement solutions.”
Pawel Wolejsza
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n USE OF TINTED GLASS
AND GLASS WITH MILKY STRIPES
Colored glass in architectural elements such as subway entrances, balustrades, balcony partitions or panels at bus shelters can be made of insulated
glass with transparent or frosted colored film. Such solutions can have not
only aesthetic architectural qualities, but additionally they visually separate themselves from the surroundings.
Thanks to the use of color both birds and people can notice such a glass
sheet and recognize it as a barrier. Colored glass creates interesting reflections and can enrich the interior, such as a veranda or conservatory. Additionally, the blue color repels insects. In Japanese public architecture,
we often find artistic glass. Decorative stained glass warms up the interiors
of buildings or platforms, and thanks to this treatment birds notice the
obstacle. Beautiful combined with useful.
Glazing with milky stripes is a very elegant solution in case of necessity
to use highly reflective glazing on the façade. So far not implemented
in Poland.

La Defence, Almere, Holandia
Project: UNStudio
Source: unstudio.com
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› Tinted, frosted glass has a low reflection
› When used in corners, it can minimize the negative effect
of corner glazing
› Intense colors have a higher effectiveness

”Architects in Poland rarely use tinted glass. Current examples in Poland are dictated more by vision and aesthetic considerations than by
concern for birds. In public buildings, where different zones are distinguished, it is easier to apply such solutions. Communication zone
does not have to be equipped with transparent glazing. Office buildings are often designed without distinctive colors, due to the possibility of matching the image of each company.
The use of an exterior glass façade of tinted glass in multi-family buildings is problematic because it would cause discomfort to the residents,
who should see the world in natural colors.”
Pawel Kubacz
”Glass with milky strips is a very elegant solution when highly reflective glazing needs to be installed on a façade. So far not used
in Poland.”
Pawel Wolejsza
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According to the expert:

Glass with milky strips in practice
A view from inside and outside the building.
Source: Schmid H. et al. Bird Friendly Building with Glass and Light. 2013.
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n SHUTTERS AND BLINDS

54

Fixed exterior shades create a layer between the building and the outdoors. In this way, they protect the building from the sun’s rays, reducing
heat build-up. Additionally, they obscure the reflective glass sheet from
the outside, which often poses a threat to birds. It is important, when installing fixed blinds, brise solei and other shades, to ensure a possibility to
open the window panels inward for cleaning. At a certain distance, birds
sitting on the fixed obscuring panels can dirt the glass façade. There are
situations, when dirty façades cannot be washed and the only way to do
this was to remove sections of the external panels. It’s also worth remembering that these panels made of natural materials will heat up less and
not increase the urban heat island effect.

› The effectiveness of this solution is conditioned
by the use of blinds and shades to protect birds
– e.g. using them in the evening and at night during
the migration period).

The highest effectiveness are shown by all kinds of blinds and shades
placed on the external side of the elevation. Curtains, drapes or blinds
inside the building, especially placed at a certain distance from the window, may be insufficient protection for the birds – the external surface of
the glass will anyway reflect the surroundings and generate collisions.

minimising measures

Maersk Tower,
Copenhagen, Denmark
Project: C.F. Møller Architects
Source: archdaily.com
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Wooden blinds placed
between two layers of glass
can reduce the risk of collision
and insulate the interior.
Source: Schmid H. et al. Bird Friendly
Building with Glass and Light. 2013.
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Agbar Tower, Barcelona, Spain
The façade is virtually entirely constructed
of glass, but the use of remote-controlled
light breakers means that the reﬂective
eﬀect is reduced. The main purpose of this
mechanism is to save energy associated
with air conditioning.
Wooden blinds placed between two layers
of glass can reduce the risk of collision
and insulate the interior.
Project: Jean Nouvel
Source: WikiArquitectura

› Exterior louvers, shutters, and light breakers
can enhance the attractiveness of a façade and improve
the energy economy of a building.

According to the expert:
”In Poland, interior blinds are often used in office buildings. Blinds
rarely appear on façades. I think they are not very popular in Poland
because of the climate.”
Paweł Kubacz

minimising measures

n ADDITIONAL “SKIN” (COVER)
IN FRONT OF THE FAÇADE

The additional layer of façade in front of the glass, made of opaque and
low-reflective material, significantly reduces the risk of bird collisions.
Form and material used is usually a matter of choice for the designer, and
the range of possibilities is wide. It is possible to use wooden, concrete,
steel, aluminium, ceramic, tinted glass, or corten elements. What is important, is the extent to which the glass surface is obscured, the size of any
openings or, in the case of uniform surfaces made of metal, the light reflection coefficient.
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The additional, other than glass, skin of the building makes every façade
visually more attractive. The irregularity of the surface makes us more eager to look at it. Additionally it provides shadow and obscures the glass
façades. In Arab countries traditionally the so called Mashrabiya were
used, which decorated buildings and gave shade. In Poland, once were
popular on the porches of Świdermajers – wooden elements also had
a decorative function and protected against heat.
In current construction popular are scc nets so-called cut-pulled nets,
which effectively obscure the sheet of glass, create interesting lighting effects and are a visible barrier for birds. In this case, it is worth paying attention to the execution of the connections of the mesh panels and the size of
its meshes. Remember that birds may want to build a nest in one of the
corners of the elevation. It is also worth paying attention to whether, if
a bird flies under the cover of such a screen, it will be able to fly out. So the
barrier should be not only aesthetic but also tight.
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Modern Art. Museum,
Lille, Francja
The character of the new part
of the museum was given by
a concrete „crown” with organic
ornaments. The glazing, covered
in this way, became visible
for birds.
Project: Manuelle Gautrand
Source: archdaily.com

Art. Museum, Mannheim, Niemcy
The second skin of the façade
is a steel grid with relatively
ﬁne mesh. It gives character and,
despite the steel used, lightness
to the object.
Project: gmp Architects
Source: gmp-architekten.com

A project of an oﬃce building,
Stockholm, Sweden
An unusual second wooden façade consists
of numbers indicating the number of the ﬂoor.
The layer is constructed of CLT (cross laminated
timber) and, in addition to its aesthetic
function, is intended to provide the building
with appropriate energy management.
Project: Anders Berensson Architects
Source: architectualdigest.com
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Project: ajc architects
Photo: Jennifer Boren; Source: 10best.com

› “Second skin” can be an attractive and original form
of façade.
› It helps to maintain the energy balance of the building.
› Avoid uniform surfaces made of highly reflective
materials.
› Openings should not be larger than 2 cm
(small passerine birds) or 6 cm (pigeons).
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Aviary, Salt Lake City, USA
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Research Station of the Faculty of Biology, University of Warsaw
Project: Kwadratura
Source: Kwadratura

According to the expert:
”This solution is not very popular in Poland because of the additional cost that has to be carried by the investor. There are cases,
where precisely for financial reasons during realization this element was abandoned, to the detriment of the final effect. In my
opinion, this is a good solution, because it allows you to create an
air buffer before the elevation proper, and thus reduces energy consumption of the building. There are analyses that indicate longterm savings of this solution.”
Paweł Kubacz

minimising measures

The use of appropriate graphic markers can be considered already at the
design stage, among others in situations when the use of other ways of
minimizing the risk of collision is impossible. Most often, however, this
solution is used only at the stage of building exploitation. Many of the
available, manufactured, tested and effective solutions are relatively simple
to install. Some of them are designed for individual customers (DIY), others are professional solutions, to be installed on large surfaces. The aesthetic aspect is the shape of the marker. In terms of effectiveness of the
marker, its size, placement and color are important – the more contrasting
the better. For this reason white markers are most often chosen, they are
aesthetic, universal and at the same time they contrast well with the surface. The most common graphic forms are circles, squares and lines. Markers can be applied in the form of stickers, screen printing, burning, sandblasting or engraving.
› Markers are always applied to the outside of the glazing.
› Commonly used silhouette stickers of birds of prey
(usually applied in a wide dispersion) are INEFFECTIVE
and are NOT recommended.
› Tunnel studies conducted in Austria have produced
a ranking list of effective minimization solutions.
Those that are recommended due to the highest effectiveness,
i.e. collision rates estimated at less than 10%, are presented.
› The only horizontal solution – installation of black stripes
with a width of no less than 2 mm, as this size is at the limit
of bird perception, spaced every 28 mm.

designing stage, oper ating stage, perm anent and effec tive solutions

n GRAPHIC MARKERS
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The application of horizontal stripes with the minimal 2 mm
width showed in tests very high effectiveness – 92.9% in 2006
and 88.4% in 2009 (according to a study conducted
by the Hohenau-Ringelsdorf Biological Station).
In comparison, using of vertical stripes is much less effective.
Horizontal stripes also have the advantage of low coverage
of the glass surface by the pattern, so this application has
a good public perception.

Source: Schmid H. et al. Bird Friendly Building with Glass and Light. 2013.

minimising measures

Knioła T., Pakuła M. 2012. Sposoby minimalizacji kolizji ptaków z powierzchniami przezroczystymi – wyniki badań naukowych a polska praktyka. Przegląd Przyrodniczy 23: 121–135.
after: Schmid H., Dopler W., Heynen D., Rossler M. 2012. Vogelfreundliches Bauen mit Glas
und Licht. 2., überarbeitete Au4 age. Schweizerische Vogelwarte Sempach
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Selected (based on tunnel tests carried out in Austria) effective patterns that can
be used to mark transparent surfaces.
Most of the patterns do not have equivalents in a form of ready-to-use products
and need to be prepared with available window films
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Horizontal stripes
Most designs based on linear markers are perfect for securing elements
such as noise barriers, bus stops, or railings, however, due to user and
occupant comfort as well as aesthetics, they are not recommended for securing glass surfaces in buildings.
›
›
›
›

Minimum recommended strip width – 2mm.
Maximum distance between strips – 28 mm.
Color – contrasting with the surface.
A solution often used to protect acoustic screens
(2 mm strips every 28 mm).
Acoustic screens, Białystok
The surface of screens causing higher
collision risk was protected with
black horizontal stripes, 2 mm wide,
28 mm apart. Regular monitoring
showed more than 15-fold decrease
in the number of fatal collisions
at the studied sections, and the
experiment proves once again that
stickers in the shape of silhouettes
of birds of prey or corvids are
ineﬀective.
Source: Mitrus C., Zbyryt A. 2018. „Reducing avian
mortality from noise barrier collisions along an
Source: PTOP/ Fot. A. Zbyryt urban roadway.” Urban ecosystems 21.2: 351–356

Verical stripes
›
›
›
›

Minimum recommended strip width – 5 mm.
Maximum distance between strips – 10 cm.
Color – contrasting with the surface.
The pattern should cover at least 15% of the surface
(to achieve reduction of the collision risk).

minimising measures

› Arrangement of elements according to the “human hand rule”
– see below.
› Color – contrasting with the surface.

Design: Lucyna Pilacka, PTAcom

› Rule of the human hand – distance between elements
no greater than an adult’s folded hand
› 2x4” (~5x10 cm) (applies to linear elements)

Kazimierz Water Reservoir, GIWK,
Wyspa Sobieszewska, Gdańsk

Environmental Information
and Education Center, Gdańsk

Product: Feather Friendly Commercial

Product: Feather Friendly DIY

Photo: L. Pilacka
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Other patterns

Photo: E. Kurach
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Professional protection products are now available in Poland. One of
the first installations (X 2018) was to protect the viewing terrace at the
Kazimierz Water Reservoir. In this case a dot pattern was applied with
a special transfer film (Feather Friendly Commercial). The manufacturer
also offers tapes for self-assembly of the square-shaped marker (Feather
Friendly DIY).
Required parameters for circular markers:
› Diameter min. 5 mm.
› Vertical and horizontal distance between markers:
max. 50 mm.

minimising measures

This solution can be used on existing objects, similarly to graphic markers
intended for installation on the external surface of windows and glazing.
The films have patterns that in terms of size, density and color should
meet the same requirements as in the case of graphic markers and thus:
Minimum diameter of individual pattern elements – 5 mm for circular elements and 2 mm wide and 8 mm long for linear elements.
The distance between individual elements of the pattern shall not
exceed 50 mm.
Color: The pattern should contrast with the material to which the window film is applied. White, black and orange are the most common colors
used in specific products. For aesthetical and visual reasons, white is the
most commonly chosen color.
The arrangement of the patterns and their spacing determines
their effectiveness in minimizing the risk of bird collisions.

Product: Opalﬁlm
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n WINDOW FILMS

Source: www.haverkamp.de
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Product: Solyx Bird-Safety Film

Source: www.decorativeﬁlm.com

These solutions involve installing a window film with a pattern applied
to the outside of the window/glass. The pattern is available as black and
white dots arranged in lines (Opalfilm) or white horizontal lines (Solyx).
Due to the fact that the entire glass surface is covered with the film, it is not
possible to exclude the occurrence of stresses on the glass surface as a result of the difference in the heating between its outer and inner surfaces.
›
›
›
›

Installation possible on existing façade.
Use of the product can already be considered at the design stage.
Installation on the outside of the glass Surface.
Installation of the entire film cut to the size of the window/glass
surface.
› Absorption time of the film to the glass surface – up to one month.
After complete absorption - the product is difficult to remove.
› Transparency of at least 90% of the glass surface covered
with the film.
› 6 year warranty.

minimising measures

Source: dudeiwantthat.com

› The effectiveness of this solution depends on its use
for the actual protection of birds – e.g. by using it
in the evening and at night during the migration period).

designing stage, oper ating stage, perm anent and effec tive solutions

The only non-permanent solution among films is presented below. Its
effectiveness in minimizing collisions of birds with transparent surfaces
depends on application.
In this solution a film that uses digital shading technology is mounted
on the external or internal surface of windows/glass. It is possible to control the transparency of the film using a smartphone or tablet.
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Protecting birds from collisions as a result of the lighthouse effect is a simple procedure that involves proper management of indoor lighting.
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INDOOR LIGHTING MANAGEMENT
› At night, indoor lights should be turned off
whenever possible.
› Building occupants at night should use task lighting
whenever possible to reduce the time that building
lights are on.
› When indoor lights are on, curtains or blinds should
be drawn to reduce the amount of light escaping from
the building to the outside.
› Automated lighting controls, motion sensors.
› It is recommended to analyze the use of the office space
at night to optimize energy consumption and manage
lighting appropriately at night.

An effective solution to minimize the risk of collisions is to turn off all
lights in buildings, in spaces that are not currently used or in places where
it is not required by safety considerations or separate regulations. Thanks
to that, during autumn migration (the key and most sensitive period for
migratory birds in terms of collisions) in the USA and Canada, the socalled lighthouse effect, responsible for numerous collisions, can be significantly reduced.

minimising measures

oper ation stage, tempor ary and effec tive solutions

Program Lights Out, Toronto
Example of reducing the lighthouse eﬀect by turning oﬀ unnecessary indoor
and outdoor lighting.
Source: http://thestar.com
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PROPER OUTDOOR LIGHTING
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› Only the space that requires it is illuminated.
› A minimum of standard-compliant luminous flux
is directed precisely at a given point.
› Avoiding upward light spill.
› Reduce scattered light by using appropriate luminaires
– see page 73.
› Avoid unnecessary lighting in the form of illuminated
façades or greenery.
› Adjusting the illuminance to the minimum values regulated
by the standard 12464-2 Lighting technology.
Lighting of workplaces. Part 2: Outdoor workplaces.
› Automation of lighting control, motion sensors.

Interesting Facts:
All organisms evolve according to a natural biological
cycles. Light pollution of the night sky alters the biology
and ecology of many species and negatively alters
natural interspecies interactions.

minimising measures

oper ation stage, tempor ary and effec tive solutions
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Source: elanvalley.org.uk

PROPER LIGHTING DESIGN,
IN ADDITION TO PROTECTING BIRDS, IS:
› Energy saving,
› Reducing electricity costs,
› According to many sources, replacing your lighting
with LED lights can reduce some of your energy bills
– up to at least 60%! Newer fluorescent and UID lighting
models have lower electricity requirements,
› Less CO2 emitted into the atmosphere,
› Reducing harmful effects on humans and the environment,
› Protection of the night sky from light pollution.

minimising measures

n REDUCING LIGHT POLLUTION
OF THE NIGHT SKY
– OUTDOOR LIGHTING

› To use such lighting system shielding, that the effect of lighting is visible from a distance, but the source itself is not visible.
The International Dark-Sky Association estimates that a minimum
of 30% of outdoor light is wasted in the U.S, mostly by use of unshielded light sources and poorly aimed lightings.
› Reduce the number of light fixtures and the time that lights are turned
on so that their use is limited to places and time slots where they are
needed.
This solution also reduces light trespass and glare.
› Use of amber LEDs with a luminophore.
U.S. research indicates that they are twice as effective as amber LEDs
without a luminophore. This is a reasonable trade-off between their
performance and environmental impact.
› Use of amber or yellow light.
Minimizing light pollution, it is also worth resigning from or limiting all types of light advertising. The existing regulations to a small
extent relate to this issue, but their presence affects negatively not
only humans but also other organisms.

oper ation stage, tempor ary and effec tive solutions

Recommendations of the Polish Astronomical Society, based on the
publication “Managing Light”:
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Source: pta.edu.pl/pliki/zanieczyszczenie-swiatlem.pdf

minimising measures

n GREENERY AND OTHER LANSCAPE ELEMENTS
ATTRACTIVE TO BIRDS

› Tall greenery (trees, shrubs) should be located
at a distance of no less than 5 m from the glazed façade
elements.
› In case that greenery is located at a shorter distance,
glazed surfaces up to the height of tree crowns should
be secured with available solutions.
› Any elements attractive to birds – feeders or water sources,
should be located at a distance of not less than 3 m,
and never located directly next to a glazed surface.

oper ation stage, effec tive solutions

Greenery, particularly tall trees and shrubs, but also all patios around
buildings and squares, even with a small amount of low greenery, are attractive places for birds, especially in city centers, eagerly chosen by them
for resting and feeding. This applies mainly to migrating birds, but green
and blue (water) infrastructure are attractors for birds also in suburban
areas, making residential buildings with accompanying, beautifully arranged gardens to a real threat for them. When designing greenery, both in
one’s garden and at office buildings or other facilities in city centers, one
should remember to avoid its direct location at large windows and glazed
elevation elements.
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”In the U.S., more than 3,000 times more birds are killed in collisions with buildings than with windmills. Even in Germany,
which generates 1/4 of its electricity in wind farms, buildings
kill 500 times more birds. This is mainly the result of glazing,
invisible to birds and disorienting them.
Light pollution not only disorientates nocturnal birds, but in
addition to habitat loss, chemical pollution, invasive species and
climate change, it is also one of the significant causes of mass
extinction of insects.
When designing buildings we still often forget to take animal protection into account. For us humans, it’s a matter of good design
and little expense. For them – life and death.”
Marcin Popkiewicz, author of Earth at the Crossroads
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